PIMA COUNTY ELECTION INTEGRITY COMMISSION
MEETING MINUTES FOR JULY 11, 2014
http://www.pima.gov/commission/ElectionIntegrity.shtml
The Pima County Election Integrity Commission met in regular session on July 11, 2014 at 9:00 a.m. in the Herbert
K. Abrams Building, 1st Floor Conference Room #1106 at 3950 S. Country Club Road, Tucson, Arizona.
ITEM 1.

ROLL CALL
Present: Chris Cole, Pat Pecoraro, Elaine Lim, Mickey Duniho, Barbara Tellman, Bill Beard, Benny
White, Brad Nelson; Arnie Urken and Tom Ryan present via telephone conference.
Others in Attendance: Ellen Wheeler, County Administrator’s Office, Chris Roads, Pima County
Recorder (arrived at 9:45 for Item 6 presentation)
Absent: Matt Smith

ITEM 2.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Those in attendance stood for the Pledge of Allegiance.

ITEM 3.

APPROVAL OF MINUTE SUMMARY – June 20, 2014
It was moved by Bill Beard, seconded by Chris Cole and carried unanimously to approve the Summary
of the June 20, 2014 meeting.

ITEM 4.

EXECUTIVE SESSION: Open Meeting Law Complaint Legal Advice
The Commission did not vote to convene an Executive Session.

ITEM 5.

OPEN MEETING LAW COMPLAINT RESPONSE AND LEGAL REPRESENTATION
Before discussing any further agenda items, Mickey Duniho requested that the items that were
continued from the June 20, 2014 meetings be addressed first. It was agreed that discussion would
start with Item 10, Bifurcated Ballot.

ITEM 10.

BIFURCATED BALLOT – Brad Nelson
Brad Nelson provided samples of what a Bifurcated Ballot will look like. There is a full ballot as well as
a “Federal only” ballot. There is nothing new to add since the Secretary of State issued the revision to
the Procedures Manual that includes this issue. [A copy of the full ballot and Federal only ballot are
incorporated into these minutes.]
Benny White’s view is that the instructions in the Procedures Manual may cause a violation of the
Voting Rights Act, in that Federal only voters will not be able to vote for the candidates of their
choice. The restriction the Secretary of State has put on the voter registration cut-off date causes
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unequal treatment of these Federal only voters under the 14th Amendment. Normal practice in the
state is that if a voter changes status after the voter registration cut-off date, as long as they were
registered to vote by that cut-off date, they can vote in that election. Military voters can register right
up till the close of the election. Under these procedures, those voters who registered with a National
Voter Registration Form and did not provide proof of citizenship will not be allowed to update their
status by providing proof of citizenship.
Benny asked Chris Roads to clarify the change of status for a Federal only voter. Chris responded that,
according to the Secretary of State’s Procedures Manual, a status change from Federal only voter to
full ballot voter could not be made after the 29-day voter registration cut-off for the current election.
If the voter insists on voting a full ballot, a provisional ballot would be provided, but it would be
invalidated.
ITEM 11.

COST OF ELECTIONS


Create list of specific items to include in election cost spreadsheet - Mickey Duniho

Mickey Duniho provided a spreadsheet analyzing the various costs from the 2012 Election Cost
spreadsheet. It shows a comparison of cost per voted ballot for different elections, as well as a
comparison of the cost of elections with the Pima County budget. [A copy of the “Pima County
Election Cost Analysis Based on Data from 2012 Elections” is incorporated into these minutes.]
Benny stated that much of the per-ballot cost is driven by Arizona’s Open Primary system. The
Recorder’s office sends out letters to independent voters informing them they can choose another
party’s ballot.
Bill Beard asked if a decision had been made as to who would be responsible for collecting and
reporting data from the Elections Department and Recorder’s office for the spreadsheet. Brad
responded that to date, a specific individual has not been chosen. One issue is how much time this
individual will need to expend and how often the information is expected to be reported.
Mickey said that the agenda item came out of a discussion of, “How would the costs change if we
went to all-mail elections?” “How would the costs change if we don’t have scanners at the polls?”
“How are the costs going to change if we change this policy or that policy?” The current spreadsheet,
as detailed as it is, does not readily answer questions like that. Unless we are trying to answer
questions, the spreadsheets are a waste of time. Barbara Tellman agreed, and the other thing was to
narrow down the spreadsheet to the items that would really be useful for decision-making. Mickey
included four questions at the bottom of his Election Cost Analysis. These questions need to be
incorporated into the spreadsheet, so the spreadsheet can answer them. Benny added the question
of cost difference between having open primaries versus closed primaries.
Chris Roads from the Pima County Recorder’s office was asked if he would like to comment. He
responded that whatever categories of costs are requested for the spreadsheet, they need to be
provided in advance. It is very difficult to go back after the fact and isolate data without having made
that provision at the time it happened.
There is a big push to make independent voters aware of the fact they can vote in the upcoming
Primary; the Recorder’s office mailed 88,000 notices to independents on the Permanent Early Voting
List (PEVL). Of those, only 5,000 responded.
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Barbara asked Chris if he would be able to give a projection of what it would cost to go to an all-mail
election. Chris responded that he could provide “hard” costs, e.g., ballot assembly, postage assuming
there is no rate increase. Personnel costs will be dictated by voter turnout, so he can only give a
ballpark figure. Barbara told Chris that the consensus is that the Commission doesn’t need anything
until both 2014 elections are over; also, a ballpark figure would be helpful.
Tom Ryan commented that all these questions are more academic than purposeful. The Commission
advises the Board of Supervisors. His question is whether all the information that has gone into the
spreadsheet so far is useful to anyone else besides the Commission as an academic exercise. He feels
that the Commission is not made up of budget experts and accountants, and questions if the work
that has been done thus far is useful to anyone other than the “niche” of this Commission. Mickey
reminded him that question one concerning cost savings from removing scanners from polling places,
and question two concerning increased cost of sorting early ballots by precinct, from his Election Cost
Analysis, are not academic issues, and they are of concern to this Commission.
Brad was asked who the appropriate budget personnel is in Pima County that might be interested in
this spreadsheet. Brad said he works with budget analysts within the Finance Department. His
memory of the origin of the election cost spreadsheets was the memo that came to both the Elections
Department and the Recorder’s office concerning the explosion of election costs from 2000 to 2010.
From strictly the Elections Department standpoint, many things happened: HAVA implementation,
including the introduction of touch-screen voting; Proposition 200 passed in 2004 requiring taking ID’s
at the polls. During this time also, the Permanent Early Voting List had not been implemented, so the
majority of voters were still coming to the polls on Election Day. How to bring costs down is
important to him going forward. This has included reducing the number of precincts and polling
locations with the accompanying reduction in poll workers. More and more Arizona counties have
requested legislation to allow county boards of supervisors to conduct certain elections by all-mail
balloting, and Brad would also be in favor of that. Overall, voter turnout is increased by all-mail
balloting, thereby spreading the cost over more ballots for a lower per-ballot cost. City of Tucson
increased their turnout substantially by going all-mail.
Chris Roads said that in the Recorder’s office, he is the budgeting person. One issue in budgeting is
that the budgets are due by the first or second week of January, and they are required to predict what
will be happening 18 months in the future. He had to make an accurate estimate of how many voters
would be enrolling in the Permanent Early Voting List (PEVL). He gave the example that in 2012 there
was a major push by a civic organization to enroll voters in PEVL, so there were 45,000 additional
PEVL voters that had not been anticipated, which drastically affected the Recorder’s budget by
approximately $3.00 per PEVL voter. Chris also needs to consider any unexpected postal rate
increases. Another example of an unexpected cost is when voters included the proposition
explanation page in their early ballot envelope, increasing the weight of the mailer; the Recorder’s
office not only paid the additional postage but a 60¢ per piece fine for exceeding the one-ounce
prepaid postage limit.
Mickey made a motion to provide the four questions on his Election Cost Analysis spreadsheet, plus
Benny’s question on open versus closed primary elections, to Brad Nelson and Chris Roads, and
request that they get back to the Commission with either answers to the questions, or an estimate of
the manpower requirements to produce answers to the questions. Pat seconded the motion. The
motion was restated to include how much trouble it would be to put numbers together for these five
questions, and also to ask the Board of Supervisors and Mr. Huckelberry what kinds of answers they
are looking for from the Commission. Pat accepted the amendment for his second. The motion was
passed unanimously.
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Arnie stated that, since he is appointed by the County Administrator, he would be happy to discuss
these issues with Mr. Huckelberry informally, and how he thinks the rest of the Board might react to
targeted objectives for planning.



Cost of sorting Early Ballots by precinct – Mickey Duniho

Mickey provided copies of his handout “Cost Estimates to Sort Pima County Early Ballots by Precinct.”
[A copy of the “Cost Estimates to Sort Pima County Early Ballots by Precinct” is incorporated into
these minutes.] He has devised a method for extracting a few precincts for doing a hand-count audit
by precinct. This would be accomplished just before doing the hand-count audit.
Barbara asked Brad if this proposal is feasible. Brad responded that, first of all, the assumption is that
this sorting would be done in the Elections Department. When the early ballots come into the
Elections Department, they do not come in precinct order. Is he to understand that when they come
in, his staff would sort them into buckets for each precinct, then be tabulated and kept in that order?
Mickey said his proposal is to sort after the early ballots have all been scanned, and they are still in
batches. When the precincts have been selected, the batches would be searched for ballots from
those precincts. F. Ann has told them that she has lists of precincts that are involved in each batch of
ballots. Looking at these lists, the Election Department can determine which batches have early
ballots from those precincts.
Benny reiterated his understanding that the hand-count audit is to ascertain the reliability of
machines. Polling place ballots are verified by the hand-count audit for accurate tabulation by the
polling place scanners; and early ballots that were tabulated by the central count equipment are
verified to ensure they were correctly scanned, tabulated and reported, and aggregated into the total
count.
Barbara asked if this would be allowed by the statutes that set forth how ballots are selected for
hand-count audit. Tom agreed that is certainly something to consider. The reason for doing the
sorting as proposed by Mickey is to get an end-to-end audit of these precincts. For early ballots, there
is no end-to-end audit. Tom agrees completely with Mickey’s goal, but whether it is allowable under
the law is another issue. Bill Beard stated that one of the purposes of having an audit is to determine
if there is a flaw in the system, whether equipment, personnel, etc. Having an end-to-end ability to
track exactly what happens on a precinct level goes back to the reason this Commission was formed,
to enhance public trust in elections.
Mickey would like to try this as an experiment for the Primary Election to see what actual effort is
required and what the actual staff costs would be. Chris Cole seconded the idea.
Brad needs to know how this experiment will be conducted, what observation will be required for
removing ballots from batches, etc. It cannot be done “behind closed doors.” Benny added that the
contest period is not over until five days after the canvass. If there is a challenge, ballots are required
to be produced. If a box says it has 500 ballots, 500 ballots must be able to be produced to prove that
no ballots were added or subtracted. Records would have to be kept of which ballots have been
extracted out of which box and the ballots can be replaced in the exact box they were extracted from.
And if you want to do an end-to-end, you need to include all ballots—provisionals, TSX votes, etc.
Mickey said he is only comparing ballots tabulated to the report printed as of 8:00 PM on Election
Day.
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Referencing Mickey’s estimate that a team of ten people could process 200,000 early ballots (20,000
ballots per person) in less than 2 seconds per ballot per person, Barbara inquired if this 2 seconds is
reasonable if we account for unsealing the boxes, and then accounting for the original number of
ballots in each box to ensure no ballots have been lost during this process. Brad responded that there
are a lot of questions. Ballots with write-ins will disappear from the box for hand-tallying of write-in
candidates; there are reports that track this occurrence but the reports don’t say which precinct they
are from. Elaine inquired if the ballots could be removed from the batches prior to tabulation; Pat
responded that the audited precincts aren’t made known until after the count. Mickey also stated
that the whole point of choosing precincts after the scanning is complete is to do it after the operator
has completed an official report to make sure the report does not contain any errors.
Mickey acknowledges that many questions have arisen about the feasibility of this, which is why he is
proposing an experiment for the purpose of determining feasibility and to see how much trouble it
would be in practice.
Benny said he would vote against the motion; there doesn’t appear to be a good handle on the
logistical requirements, because of breaking the custody accounting and security of the ballots in
sealed boxes, and because it would disrupt challenge evidence.
Arnie asked Mickey to what extent this experiment would detect inadvertent error, such as software
error and human error in processing the ballots. Mickey thinks that the current system is good for
detecting machine error. Doing it by precinct is less likely to detect machine error, and more likely to
detect insider fraud; it will also assure the public that the election does have integrity. Bill Beard
added that the more checks to the system, the better preservation of integrity of the election.
Barbara asked if this experiment would call for returning the removed ballots to their original boxes,
or would all the removed ballots be placed in a separate box of its own? Tom explained that if a
partial sort was done for the purpose of discovering the viability during the experiment, the ballots
could be returned to their original boxes. Pat said the first question to be answered is, is this process
being proposed legal? Barbara stated she would vote against the experiment until she sees legal
support for it.
Brad explained the hand-count audit process. Within 24 hours of the last precinct being reported, the
process starts. On Wednesday the political party chairs or their designees meet at the Elections
Department for an introductory meeting to discuss the logistics for the actual audit. On Saturday
morning, the party chairs or their designees will return to randomly select the precincts, randomly
select the offices, and randomly select the early ballot batches. Mickey suggested that during the
Wednesday meeting, they could choose the two early ballot precincts so that the process of the
extraction could be completed by the start of the actual audit process on Saturday. These two
precincts could be the first two chosen for the audit, or they could be two completely separate
precincts. The point of the experiment is to see if the whole idea is feasible; if it is a failure, it’s a
failure, but he would like to see it tried.
The vote was called for the motion; Tom Ryan, Arnie Urken, Bill Beard, Mickey Duniho and Chris Cole
voted in favor of the motion; Benny White, Barbara Tellman, Elaine Lim and Pat Pecoraro voted
against the motion. The motion was carried 5 to 4. Since Chairman Tom Ryan is out of town, it was
decided that as Vice Chair, Barbara Tellman would draft and sign the letter to the Board of
Supervisors making the recommendation.
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ITEM 6.

EARLY VOTING SITES AND PROCEDURES – Chris Roads, Pima County Recorder’s Office
Chris Roads told the Commission that they had done a lot of legal research on the issue of allowing
observers or challengers in an early voting walk-in site, and there is no provision. There is a provision
for a challenge to an early ballot, pertaining to the signature verification. When a voter comes into an
early voting walk-in site, the ballot is put into the same early ballot envelope and then it comes to the
Recorder’s office for signature verification just as a mailed in early ballot. Any observers or
challengers would be present at the early ballot processing center. He clarified that challenges at a
polling place are different than early ballot challenges. In a polling place, the poll worker group
becomes the board and a decision is made whether to uphold the challenge or not. If the challenge is
rejected, the voter votes in the normal fashion. If they uphold the challenge, the voter votes a
provisional ballot which comes to the Recorder’s office for verification. If there is an early ballot
challenge, there is a board created of one Republican, one Democrat and two Independents, and the
voter is notified and given the opportunity to appear. The challenger has the burden of proof, and
must bring forth the evidence that the ballot should not be counted. The adjudication occurs at the
early ballot processing center because a walk-in early voting site only has two people staffing it so
creating a board would not be possible.
In the Sunnyside Recall Election, there were three replacement sites, two of which were under the
complete control of the Pima County Recorder’s office. The third site, Apollo Middle School, was
chosen by the school district and County Superintendent of Schools office. It was a secured campus
with a single gate to enter; in order to enter, you had to go through a security guard. You would then
be immediately directed to the office which was the only entrance from outside the school. When
they agreed to allow the middle school to be used as a ballot replacement site, they opened another
gate and another door. The security for the additional door became the responsibility of the Pima
County Recorder’s office. Because the room was in an area of the school that was very active, and
because the restrooms had to be made available to both public and students, the Recorder’s office
made the decision to not allow anyone who was not a voter or a school employee into that area
because all the responsibility of security fell on the Recorder’s office. For this reason the answer for
observers in the site was “no.” The Recorder is cooperative with the parties in allowing observers in
the ballot processing facilities during ballot and provisional ballot processing. The Recorder’s office is
always willing to listen, but occasionally the answer will be “no.”
Benny stated that the Sunnyside election involved “observers” as opposed to “challengers” because it
was a non-partisan election. His understanding of statutes allows observation by non-partisans or
advocates of propositions only in a central count facility, not in polling places or early voting sites. He
asked Chris what their policy is for determining who can observe and how many in a particular place.
Chris responded that the original request was to have six or seven observers present at the Apollo
Middle School site. That number would never be allowed, and is completely unwieldy with space and
workflow issues. The ballot processing site is not technically a central count facility, but the Recorder
does allow observers as a matter of policy. Observers must be appointed by the party chair, and in
the case of a non-partisan election, she will allow the committee chair. In the case of the Sunnyside
Recall Election, there were multiple committees. After the signatures are gathered and the recall is
called, that ends the function of the recall committee, and then the candidate committees control.
Under statute there is no provision for observers in any early voting site or ballot replacement site. If
it is going to occur, it will occur as a policy decision by the Recorder. If you are John Q. Public and
want to come look around, you show ID and sign in, read the rules, be escorted, given a tour, and sent
on your way. If you are an observer appointed by a party chair, you will sign in, be given rules that
you must read, sign and acknowledge because if you violate the rules you are given one warning. The
biggest violation is talking to the staff. Management staff is identified and you may speak to them.
But if you disrupt the staff by trying to talk to them, you will get one warning and after that you will
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be asked to leave and the party will be notified that you are no longer welcome. If an observer wishes
to go into the ballot room, they must be escorted by a management level employee.
Barbara asked what the procedure is for a Federal only voter in an early voting site. Chris responded
that Federal only voters are all flagged. They will fill out the same ballot affidavit and be given a
Federal candidate only ballot. As a security measure, if someone is insistent on having a full ballot,
they will be given one to vote and instead of printing out a label for the affidavit envelope with the
voter’s information, the voter’s information will be hand-written. That flags the ballot as a “semiprovisional” ballot when it goes to the ballot processing center. Chris is in the middle of writing
instructions on handling Federal only ballots, so he may or may not instruct these ballots to be
duplicated for Federal candidates. He needs to review the Secretary of State’s procedures to see if
duplication is required.
ITEM 5.

OPEN MEETING LAW COMPLAINT RESPONSE AND LEGAL REPRESENTATION – Tom Ryan
Tom stated that without an attorney, the Commission cannot go into Executive Session. He
referenced the handout of the list of three attorneys with their bios [a copy of this list is incorporated
into these minutes]; he said the Commission needs to select one of these three attorneys today. The
Attorney General has given an extension till September 30 to respond to the complaint. [A copy of
the complaint is incorporated into these minutes.] Tom said the County will pay the attorney fees for
giving the Commission advice, and submitting the response to the Attorney General’s office. If the
Attorney General comes to the conclusion that individual Commission members violated the Open
Meeting Laws, and if there is a need for individual representation, that cost would be borne by the
individual. At any rate, that would not be until the Attorney General’s investigation is complete.
Tom explained that Thomas Benavidez has a very good reputation in this area, and was originally
going to provide counsel to the Commission. However, some controversy arose concerning his being
an attorney for the RTA. Tom’s personal feeling is that shouldn’t matter because he was not involved
in the RTA election; he is only an attorney for the organization. Mr. Benavidez had called Tom and
suggested that because of this controversy, a better process would be to have the County Attorney
provide a list that the Commission could choose from so there would be no misunderstanding about
someone’s qualification and their association. The County Attorney’s office thought that was
reasonable and provided the list of three names.
Benny made a motion to select Thomas Benavidez to be counsel for the Commission; Pat Pecoraro
seconded the motion.
Chris Cole stated that he would vote against the motion because of the appearance of impropriety—
even if it isn’t reality—due to the lawsuit concerning the RTA election. Bill Beard concurred.
The vote was called. Benny White, Pat Pecoraro, Elaine Lim, and Tom Ryan voted in favor of the
motion. Chris Cole, Mickey Duniho, Arnie Urken, Bill Beard and Barbara Tellman voted against the
motion. The motion did not pass by a 4 to 5 vote.
Mickey made a motion to deputize someone from the Commission to interview the three candidates
to find out where they stand on that meeting [whether or not a violation of the Open Meeting Law
occurred]. Chris Cole seconded the motion.
Mickey restated the motion: to deputize someone to interview these three candidates to determine
what their reaction to that particular May meeting is with regard to whether a violation took place or
not. Based on those interviews, the Commission would choose one of the three candidates.
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To clarify, Bill asked if whoever is deputized would report back and then a decision would be made at
the August meeting. Mickey concurred.
Barbara asked Ellen Wheeler if the Commission had the authority to spend County money on this
attorney. Ellen responded that Tom spoke with the Chief Civil Deputy County Attorney and that was
the understanding between them; Tom concurred.
Arnie added that it would be helpful for whoever does the interviews of the attorneys to keep some
notes about how they answered, e.g., were the responses calculated or more thoughtful, nuances,
etc. Barbara would also like to know what their experience is in Open Meeting Laws.
A vote was called on the motion; the motion was passed unanimously (Benny White did not vote; he
had left the meeting by then).
Tom suggested that someone else conduct the interviews of the three candidates as he would be
traveling. Barbara would volunteer if someone else accompanied her; Mickey would be glad to go
with her.
Pat asked Arnie, as the appointee for the County Administrator, whether he had discussed the
complaint with Mr. Huckelberry. Arnie responded that he had not, and was waiting until this meeting
to decide if he should.
ITEM 7.

ELECTION SYSTEM PROCUREMENT
 EIC Recommendations – Barbara Tellman / Benny White
Barbara asked if the Procurement Department had made a recommendation to the Board of
Supervisors. Brad stated that they had made a recommendation. There was only one vendor, and
the only one found to be acceptable. The Procurement Department has now entered into the
negotiation that the Board of Supervisors will eventually review and take action on. The process is
still in the discussion phase and there is no contract with the sole vendor at this time.
Barbara asked about the relevance of the Commission making a recommendation to the Board at this
time. Chris Cole asked if there was any indication that other systems would be certified by the
Secretary of State’s office. Brad responded that, as he stated in the last meeting, he thinks the
Secretary of State will be swamped with the administration of the 2014 elections, and probably won’t
have the certification committee meet; nor is he aware of any other vendor seeking certification. The
other thing is, in six months there will be a new Secretary of State, so they may just wait until then.
Mickey asked if Item 8 could be included in this discussion. He would like to know what the Secretary
of State’s response was to the Board of Supervisors’ request to waive EAC certification for potential
vendors. Tom received the response, and basically the response is “no.” [A copy of the Secretary of
State’s letter is incorporated into these minutes.]
Bill Beard remembers the language in the RFP, and that there was a provision for polling place
scanners. It was the decision of the administration of Pima County to proceed with a simple central
count system. It is his understanding that the central count system being considered cannot integrate
with the current polling place scanners.
Mickey made a motion to recommend to the Board of Supervisors that they not proceed with the
procurement of a new election system without adding precinct scanners. Bill seconded the motion.
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Tom stated one issue is that an experiment is being conducted in the Primary Election which has to do
with the removal of scanners, and that has to be evaluated before making a decision on replacing
scanners.
Arnie added that if the Board is not going to include polling place scanners in the procurement, they
should commit themselves to improving the polling place auditing process in some other way. Bill
said this makes sense, however we are choosing the lesser of unsatisfactory solutions because time is
running out, and given the age of the current system, there are three possible options: Proceed going
forward with the current election system and hope they can last another couple of years; go with the
central count system eliminating polling place scanners which he has serious objection to; or proceed
with purchasing new equipment with the option of also including polling place scanners.
Barbara said the next thing that will need to be procured is accessible devices because the current
accessible devices are not compatible with the new central count system. Brad said the vendor under
consideration has an upgrade to the system that would include an accessible device called Express
Vote.
Chris said that polling place scanners don’t really cost that much compared to everything else the
County spends money for; Bill concurred and recalled that in a previous meeting Brad had given an
approximate figure of $1.8 million to replace all scanners. Even at $2 million, amortizing that out over
the life of the equipment, it is a very small price to pay to ensure the integrity of elections.
Tom stated that the option to buy polling place scanners continues; if the pilot program to remove
scanners from the polls is a disaster, polling place scanners can still be purchased; Brad concurred.
Elaine also concurred, saying that it was a moot point, since the option of purchasing scanners in the
future is still on the table.
The motion was restated: To recommend to the Board of Supervisors that they not proceed with
procurement of new election equipment unless precinct scanners are included.
The vote was called; Chris Cole, Pat Pecoraro, Elaine Lim, Mickey Duniho and Bill Beard voted in favor
of the motion; Tom Ryan and Barbara Tellman voted against the motion. The motion passed 5 to 2.
(Arnie Urken did not vote; he had left the teleconference before the vote was called.)
ITEM 8.

SECRETARY OF STATE RESPONSE TO BOS REQUEST TO WAIVE EAC CERTIFICATION
This item was covered during discussion of Item 7.

ITEM 9.

PRIMARY ELECTION PLANS – Brad Nelson
Brad provided copies of the August 26, 2014 Primary Election Events Calendar. This Calendar is also
posted on the Elections Department Website. [A copy of the Calendar is incorporated into these
minutes.]

ITEM 12.

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Mickey Duniho proposed putting an item on the next meeting agenda for determining the feasibility
of the Election Department or Recorder’s office to monitor and report on the election costs
spreadsheet.
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Chris Cole proposed putting an item on the next meeting agenda for reviewing the procedures on
how ballots are tabulated.
ITEM 13.

NEXT MEETING DATE
The next meeting date was set for August 15, 2014.

ITEM 14.

CALL TO PUBLIC
Jon Brakey thanked Brad Nelson for his cooperation during the May 20th election ballot tabulating; he
then gave his impressions of the tabulation procedures.
Richard Hernandez commented on the importance of the function of the Election Integrity
Commission, and some of his impressions from the perspective of Joe Q. Citizen.

ITEM 15.

ADJOURNMENT
It was moved by Chris Cole and seconded by Bill Beard and unanimously carried to adjourn the
meeting. The meeting adjourned at 12:55 p.m.
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Cost Estimates to Sort Pima County Early Ballots by Precinct
1. Sorting Ballots by Hand
If early ballots are processed by hand after the selection of precincts for hand audit counts, and the same
precincts are used for early ballot audits, then it is only necessary to extract the early ballots representing the
few selected precincts rather than sorting all early ballots. A team of people could make one pass through the
early ballots, removing and sorting ballots for the five or six selected precincts. F. Ann Rodriguez told us in
November 2012 that her office could provide Precinct-count information for each of the early ballot batches to
allow for a completeness check on each batch.
I estimate that a team of ten people could process 200,000 early ballots (20,000 ballots per person) in less than
2 seconds per ballot per person, or about 11 hours total elapsed time (110 total staff hours). Assuming $7.50
per hour for temporary employee salaries, the cost of these staff hours would be $825 for a single election.
Mr. Huckelberry, in his November 2012 memo to the Board of Supervisors, predicted that it would take 300-400
staff hours to sort all the 2012 General Election early ballots by precinct. Using his numbers for a full sort of the
early ballots, a team of ten temporary employees could do the job in 30-40 elapsed hours at a cost of $22503000 per election. (Incidentally, in that memo, Mr. Huckelberry endorsed Barbara Tellman’s motion to seriously
look at all alternatives whether it be sorting, scanning ballots, and everything else that comes up, beginning at
the December 2012 meeting, to improve the process by the next election.)
2. Sorting Ballots by Machine
In November 2012, I asked a person at Pitney Bowes Sales Headquarters to give me a ballpark figure on
purchasing a top-of-the-line sorting machine. He told me the cost would depend on which features were
selected, but that the cost would likely be on the order of $65,000. King County bought two Pitney Bowes
sorting machines because the sorting/signature extraction process is critical to their process and they felt they
needed a backup machine. I think that if a Pima County sorting machine were used only for sorting ballots for
hand count audits, we probably would not require a backup machine. There would be ongoing maintenance
costs that I estimate to be on the order of ten percent of the purchase cost per year. Assuming a ten-year
lifetime for the sorting machine, we might estimate total annual costs of $13,000. With five major elections in a
four-year cycle, this could be seen as $10,400 per election. (Incidentally, The King County Elections Director told
me that their use of a sorting machine to digitally scan the affidavit signatures eliminated the need for signature
checkers to handle ballot envelopes, resulting in a net employee-hour savings that more than covered the cost
of two sorting machines.)
3. Comparing Sorting Costs with Total Election Costs
The 2012 November General Election cost Pima County $1,703,758 for Election Department and Recorder’s
Office expenses. Hand selection of a few precincts of early ballots for that election might have cost $825, or 0.04
percent of the total. Hand sorting of all the ballots might have cost as much as $3,000, or 0.18 percent of the
total. Machine sorting early ballots might have cost $10,400, or 0.6 percent of the total. In the case of machine
sorting, possible savings in signature verification might have offset all or part of the sorting machine cost.
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